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SubjectSubjectSubjectSubject :::: ImprovedImprovedImprovedImproved productproductproductproduct packagepackagepackagepackage labellabellabellabel (with(with(with(with QRQRQRQR code)code)code)code) forforforfor mdi diagnosticdiagnosticdiagnosticdiagnostic products.products.products.products.

ScopeScopeScopeScope :::: ThisThisThisThis changechangechangechange notificationnotificationnotificationnotification willwillwillwill affectaffectaffectaffect thethethethe productsproductsproductsproducts withwithwithwith followingfollowingfollowingfollowing catalogcatalogcatalogcatalog numbersnumbersnumbersnumbers::::
���� PGFXXXXXXXXXXXXPGFXXXXXXXXXXXXPGFXXXXXXXXXXXXPGFXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� PTRXXXXXXXXXXXXPTRXXXXXXXXXXXXPTRXXXXXXXXXXXXPTRXXXXXXXXXXXX
����MCLXXXXXXXXXXMCLXXXXXXXXXXMCLXXXXXXXXXXMCLXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� BXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� PXXXXXXXXXXXXXXPXXXXXXXXXXXXXXPXXXXXXXXXXXXXXPXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� TCXXXXXXXXXXXXXTCXXXXXXXXXXXXXTCXXXXXXXXXXXXXTCXXXXXXXXXXXXX
����MPXXXXXXXXXXXXXMPXXXXXXXXXXXXXMPXXXXXXXXXXXXXMPXXXXXXXXXXXXX
����OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCXXXXXXXXXXXXX
����ODXXXXXXXXXXXXXODXXXXXXXXXXXXXODXXXXXXXXXXXXXODXXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� DCNXXXXXXXXXXXXDCNXXXXXXXXXXXXDCNXXXXXXXXXXXXDCNXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� DNNXXXXXXXXXXXXDNNXXXXXXXXXXXXDNNXXXXXXXXXXXXDNNXXXXXXXXXXXX
����CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� LXXXXXXXXXXXXXXLXXXXXXXXXXXXXXLXXXXXXXXXXXXXXLXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� TMXXXXXXXXXXXXXTMXXXXXXXXXXXXXTMXXXXXXXXXXXXXTMXXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� RAPXXXXXXXXXXXXRAPXXXXXXXXXXXXRAPXXXXXXXXXXXXRAPXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� RSGXXXXXXXXXXXXRSGXXXXXXXXXXXXRSGXXXXXXXXXXXXRSGXXXXXXXXXXXX
���� RPDXXXXXXXXXXXXRPDXXXXXXXXXXXXRPDXXXXXXXXXXXXRPDXXXXXXXXXXXX

Background:Background:Background:Background:

In keeping with our continuous efforts to improve our products, changes have been made

in the product package label to provide robustness to the invoicing process during

dispatch of mdi diagnostic products with catalog numbers as mentioned above in scope.

This advance change notification is initiated to communicate this updated information to

the end user.

The change will have no impact whatsoever on product performance or regulatory

performance.

NeedNeedNeedNeed forforforfor Change:Change:Change:Change:

Invoicing of mdi diagnostic products during dispatch is being done manually by entering

the product details in the invoicing program. Although, dispatch personnel are well

trained for invoicing and dispatch of the products, manual system for invoicing has

probability for incorrect product details on invoice. To make the invoicing system more

robust by reducing manual interventions, product package label of mdi diagnostic

products with catalog numbers mentioned above has been modified with inclusion of a

'QR code' for automatic capture of product details during invoicing. All the product
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details on invoice will now be captured automatically by scanning the product package

label. No change has been done in any materials of production, performance parameters

or any critical dimensions, nor is there any change in packaging materials. Only additional

information in the form of 'QR code' is added.

HowHowHowHow DoesDoesDoesDoes ItItItIt AffectAffectAffectAffect thethethethe User:User:User:User:

From practical point of view, this change will only affect the product package label of all

types of mdi diagnostic products with catalog numbers mentioned above in scope. All

performance specifications, product attributes, materials of production remain

unchanged. All packaging and labeling attributes such as packaging box, pack size and

content of product package label remain same as before, only additional information in

the form of 'QR code' has been included in the label.

ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation ofofofof Change:Change:Change:Change:

mdi Diagnostic products with catalog number as mentioned in scope, packed after implementation

date will have the said changes.

In case you have any queries, please feel free to contact our Technical Support Team at

info@mdimembrane.com or diagnostic@mdimembrane.com.
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